
Nordic Rose Knee  Highs

By Judith  A  Helms

This pattern can be worked in Fair Isle, double knit, or  Intarsia, using the right edge of the center 
back stitches as a turn around.  To keep the stockings up , I found that two rows of elastic, incased or 
crocheted in the top ribbing is a great help.

I definitely will be making these again.  I will be trying a  double knit version for my daughter, and a 
toe up version for myself.

Happy knitting-

KT
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When you look at this chart you will notice a several boxed areas.  “A” indicates the area in which you 
will most likely be starting your heel.  Which ever round you choose, be sure to complete the round, 
which always ends at the beginning of the center back stitches. 

“B” represent the sole stitches.  Here you can use your own pattern, or follow the original chart.

“C” Represent the option area if you need to extend the length before starting the DK toe.
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Nordic Rose Knee High Instructions

Yarns - Knitspicks stroll sock yarn.  2 skeins of  each color.

Needles - #2 circle  or what you need for gauge( I use #3 for calf and #2 at beginning of decreases).   
Size #1 or  #0  for double knit heel.

Gauge = 8 stitches per inch in chart pattern with #2.  

*Check my website for article on “Oops becomes a Blessing.”

Using Italian long tail cast  on,  with size #2 circle needles and MC, cast on  92 loops on needle.

  You can check out the videos on YouTube for excellent instructions on  this cast on method.

Setup row A - Slip 1 purlwise ; k 1 tbl (thru back loop).  Repeat  sl 1, k 1  across, ending k 1.

Setup  row B - Slip 1 purlwise; k 1, sl 1.  Repeat across as for row A.

Setup row C - P 1, K 1,  cable next knit st to the left over purl st, moving it to the right. Knit the stitch.  
Purl 2, k 1,  Move knit st as before.  Work across row, rearranging stitches as necessary to set up a 2 by 
2 rib.; End p 1.

Work ribbing in the round, on *#2 needle.   Add strip of CC as you like.  I

If making casing for elastic insertions, make sure to start a strip in the middle, knit at least 4 rnds be-
fore changing to MC.  Plan another 4 rnd strip at least a half inch before end of ribbing section. 

** the smoothest strip transition is to knit the first round of the change of color, then revert back to 
the rib pattern for the concluding rounds of the strip.

 Set up for chart.

 Knit  1, YO(Inc), knit around to last stitch, end YO(Inc) , k 1.  Total of 94 stitches 

 * You can also use  a “yarn around needle” for your increase loop, or any of your  increase  
 method..

Begin chart.  Select Center stitch pattern. Begin the first round with the second st from the right of 
the center pattern(*).  You will be ending your round with the first st of the center pattern.
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When you have completed the chart to the 
point that you are ready to start your heel, end 
the round at the last stitch (black)of the round 
and break off your yarns, leaving a 6 inch tail, 
see figure “A”.  With your #1 , or #0 circular 
needle, or DP’s,  place the desired number of 
stitches on the needle, making sure you have 
equal number of stitches from the center st 
(18).  I used the center 37 sts for my heel.

With 2 new strand of yarn, set up your DK 
(double knitting)  in pattern you have chosen 
as follows; knitting right side color with yarns 
in back, leaving st on left needle, bring both 
yarns to front and purl in the same stitch with 
the alternate color.  Continue across in this 
manner, making sure that you keep the center 
stitches in pattern.

In figure “B” I have set up the stitches for my 
DK heel. The remaining stitches can be placed 
on a piece of waste yarn if desired.

I have included a couple of heel charts.

If this is your first DK heel, I suggest you use 
the simple one.

Work the chart for the heel. On the last row of 
your heel (knit side) knit the 2 yarns together , 
as a transition back to the original chart.

Once you reach the instep, complete the next 
row of the original chart across the area  until 
you come to the right side of the heel.  Break 
your yarn, leaving a 6 inch tail.

Attach the yarns at the  original beginning of 
the center stitches as before, making sure that 
the last stitch of the round is the first stitch of 
the center pattern.

A

As far as the rest of the chart is concerned you can work it in the round as is, or you can use a different 
pattern in the sole area.  If you do, you might want to black out the area on each side of the instep 
stitches to avoid confusion.  

As for my self, I simply worked the chart as is until I reach the length I needed before starting my DK 
toe.  I began the toe chart on the sole section, and finished knitting the stitches together on the top, 
then used the Kitchener stitch to join the two sections together.

You can upload the additional heel charts or ideas .

I tried different approaches to knitting this stocking and have share my experience on my website. For 
any other questions, you have but to email me.

KT
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